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Abstract: in this paper we have designed faster & power efficient sense amplifier for cmos sram using vlsi technology i.e. primarily schematic of sense amplifier is designed & simulated using ads (advanced design system). The sense amplifier then implemented & analyse at chip level microwind 3.1 a layout editor. The 45 nm & 32 nm technologies are used to analyze performance of sense amplifier. Our focus will be to reduce the size, to improve the power consumption and also improve the response time of sense amplifier.
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I. INTRODUCTION

CMOS technology scaling will be a main drive force of the electronics industry in this era and also provided a path toward both faster and denser integration. The CMOS transistors manufactured today are 20 times faster and occupy very less area than those built 20 years ago. The number of components per chip and the system performance is improving exponentially over the last two decades. As the length of channel is reduced, the performance of the transistor improves, the power per switching event decreases, and the density improves Oxide thickness, transistor length (Lg) and transistor width (W) were scaled by a constant factor (1/k) in order to provide a delay improvement of 1/k at constant power density. As a consequence of continued density scaling, features are moving ever closer to fundamental dimensions This paper presents the same scaling effects of technologies i.e. 45nm & 32nm using. The layout of sense amplifier being analyzed & it proves the scaling impact on CMOS devices i.e. the size of the sense amplifier decreases, as the density of transistor increases the power consumption increases at chip level, The Access time also decreases i.e. speed of the sense amplifier increases &as the time decreases, the frequency increases.

A. Sense Amplifier:-
A sense amplifier is part of the read circuitry which is used when data is required to be read from the memory; The main role of sense amplifier is to sense the low power so the data can be interpreted properly by logic outside the memory. There are two main categories of sense amplifiers signals from a bitline i.e. 1 or 0 stored in a memory cell, and also amplify the small voltage to required logic levels. Differential sense amplifiers, also known as voltage mode sense amplifiers, and non differential amplifiers, also known as current modesense amplifiers. The differential sense amplifier is commonly used because there is no static current flow after the amplifier latches, which will cause reduction in power. Also, it is simple and reliable. The circuit shown in Fig. 1 is the sense amplifier used to read data from the cell. The amplifier is composed of a differential pair (Transistors M1 and M2) with an active current mirror load (M3 and M4) and a biasing current source (M5). As soon as the SE signal goes HIGH, the sense amplifier senses the appropriate difference between the BIT and ~BIT voltages and produces an output voltage. The access time of the memory, which is defined as the time the initiation of read operation and the output, mainly dependent on the performance of the sense amplifier? So the design of the sense amplifier is the main criteria for the design of memories. Advanced Design System is the leading electronic design automation software in the world for RF, microwave, and high speed digital applications.
B. Microwind Software:

Microwind is an integrated EDA tool encompassing IC for designs from concept to completion, enabling chip designers to design beyond their imagination. Microwind integrates traditionally separated back-end and front-end chip design into an integrated flow, accelerating the design cycle and reducing design complexities. The 45 nm technology invented in 2007 has an effective gate length of 30 nm, whereas the 32 nm technology invented in 2009 has an effective gate length of 27 nm. Compared to the 45 nm technology, the 32 nm technology offers a 30% increase in switching performance, a 30% reduction in power consumption, double higher density, two times reduction of the leakage between source and drain, and through the gate oxide. At each lithography scaling, the linear dimensions are approximately reduced by a factor of 0.7, and the areas are reduced by a factor of 2. Smaller cell sizes lead to higher integration density which has risen from 45 nm to 32 nm technology respectively.

Key Benefits of ADS:

- Application-specific Design promotes years of expertise in an easy-to-use interface.

- ADS is supported exclusively or months earlier than others by leading industry and foundry partner.

C. Implementation using ADS:

The Fig. 2 shows the circuit diagram of sense amplifier designed in ADS. To ensure that the current is divided equally, the PMOS devices M3 and M4 must be sized identically. The NMOS devices M1 and M2 must also be sized identically. Hence, the width of PMOS devices M3 & M4 have been selected to be 2.5 μm and multiplication factor (M) is 4 to have width of 10.0 μm & 20.0 μm respectively. Likewise, both the NMOS M1 & M2 have identical sizing i.e., width of 2.5 μm and multiplication factor (M) is 2 to have width of 5.0 μm & 10.0 μm. A biasing current source (M5) has width 20.0 μm & length 0.13 μm. The Fig. 3 shows the symbol of Sense Amplifier. This symbol has all internal components shown in Fig. 2. We can easily use this symbol for the simulation of Sense Amplifier directly or this symbol can be used in SRAM design for reading the data as well. The Fig. 4 shows the simulation results in ADS.
It shows the waveform of BL, BLB, Vout & ~Vout (i.e. output of an Inverter). The BL & BLB input voltages are exactly opposite to each other i.e 180° phase shift. The sense amplifier senses the difference between these voltages & produces an output voltage (Vout). From the graph it is observed that the output voltage waveform of sense amplifier shown in green color has less amplitude i.e. 1 v than required level i.e. 1.2v.

**Fig.4- simulation result**

**D. Implementation using Microwind 3.1:**

The Fig.5 shows. The Layout of Differential Voltage Sense Amplifier designed using Microwind software. The circuit diagram for this layout shown in Fig. 1. Now, The Layout has two PMOS (M3, M4) connected back to back, the drain & source are shown in blue & the N- well of PMOS shown in dotted green which is connected to Vdd. The source of both PMOS is connected to Vdd. Gate of both PMOS’s is made up of Polysilicon (Red) & those are connected to each other & then to drain-drain connection of PMOS (M3) & NMOS (M1) as well by Poly-Metal connector. The layout of two NMOS (M1 & M2) is also connected back to back. channel length between drain & source of every transistor is being reduced i.e. speed of the sense amplifier increases & Now, As the time decreases, the frequency increases by 400%. both NMOS is connected to drain of both PMOS which is shown in blue color i.e. Metal. Input BL & BLB is given to gate i.e polysilicon (red) of M1 & M2 respectively. Now the source of NMOS is connected to each other & then connected to drain of NMOS (M5) i.e biasing current source. The source of M5 then connected to ground. The ENABLE i.e Vdd signal is given to gate of M5. The Layout of sense amplifier is ready for simulation. But to increase the voltage level of sense amplifier, an Inverter is connected at the output. Hence layout also has one more PMOS & NMOS structure. The gate & drain of both the transistor are connected to each other shown in red & blue color respectively. The source & N- well of PMOS is connected to Vdd. &The source of NMOS is connected to ground. The output of sense amplifier Vout is connected to input of an Inverter.

**Fig.5-Layout Design**

**Fig. 7 Simulation results in 32 nm technology**
The output voltage of an Inverter is \( \sim V_{out} \) This layout is implemented in both technology i.e. 45nm & 32 nm to analyze the scaling effect. In 45nm the dimension of layout achieved are 1.20 \( \mu \)m * 1.70 \( \mu \)m & in case of 32 nm technology.

The Fig. 6 shows the simulation results of sense amplifier in 45 nm technology. It shows the input of sense amplifier i.e. BL (white) & BLB (Yellow), the output voltage of sense amplifier in green & the output of an Inverter in red. The gain of an Inverter is very high hence it is connected across the output of sense amplifier to increase the level of output voltage. The Fig. 7 shows the simulation results of sense amplifier in 32 nm technology. It also shows BL, BLB, Vout & \( \sim V_{out} \). The Fig. 8 shows the three dimensional view of layout of sense amplifier with an Inverter. It shows all the processes i.e. from initial substrate to passivation etching to be carried out on silicon wafer to design I.C. of sense amplifier. The Table 1 shows the comparative analysis of sense amplifier layout implementation in 45 nm & 32 nm technology. It presents as technology scales down i.e.45 nm to32 nm. The size of the layout of sense amplifier decreases by 40% i.e. transistor density increases on same space. The power consumption increases by 18% because number of transistors are more on less space to consume more power. The Access360time also decreases by 75%.

### Table 1: Comparative Analysis of Two Technologies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr.no</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>45nm</th>
<th>32nm</th>
<th>Percent.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Size</td>
<td>2.04( \mu )m²</td>
<td>1.228( \mu )m²</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Power Consumption</td>
<td>0.083 mW</td>
<td>0.104 mW</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Access Time</td>
<td>0.095 ns</td>
<td>0.020 ns</td>
<td>75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>10 GHz</td>
<td>50 GHz</td>
<td>400%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### II. Conclusion

The proposed Sense Amplifier has been designed in standard 180 nm technology. The design of proposed sense amplifier has been done on the basis of the characteristics of various sense amplifiers. The latch type sense amplifier has been found to be most efficient sense amplifier among these. The performance of latch sense amplifier has been further enhanced by isolating its input by inserting the pass transistors. This type of sense amplifier can be used in the SRAM for achieving high speed with low power. This sense amplifier circuit achieves a nominal value of sensing delay of 0.15 ns and average power of 0.2 mW, for the bitline capacitance of 1 pF and supply voltage of 1.8 V. These simulated results indicate that the designed sense amplifier has been 40% faster than latch type sense amplifier without any increment in power consumption. The designed sense amplifier has been compared with the existing sense amplifiers. Here a lot of improvements have been observed in sensing delay with respect to variation in bitline capacitance or power supply. This paper has illustrated improvement in the performance of the Sense Amplifier for CMOS SRAM. The circuit is designed & simulated in the ADS (Advanced Design System). The simulation result shows that the required output voltage i.e. 1.2V is available after addition of an Inverter at the output & having identical transistors i.e. PMOS & NMOS in the circuit. This increases by 400%. Hence, It is observed that the performance of the sense amplifier has been improved. Difference between the bit lines is amplified to the full digital level. So there may be a chance of false switching of output due to small offset voltage at the input. By employing offset compensation techniques this problem can be overcome. Also by using low power and high speed logic techniques such as Multi Threshold CMOS (MTCMOS) and Variable threshold CMOS (VTCMOS) the power dissipation can be further reduced and the speed of circuit can be further enhanced.
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